Abstract. In this paper we defined, the matrix Q n • Q −n , Hadamard product of Fibonacci Q n matrix and Fibonacci Q −n matrix. We investigated some properties of Hadamard product of Fibonacci Q n matrix and Fibonacci Q −n matrix.
Introduction
In the last decades the theory of Fibonacci numbers [1] , [3] was complemented by the theory of the so-called F ibonacci Q − matrix [2] , [3] . The latter is a square 2 × 2 matrix of the following form,
In [3] the following property of the n th power of the Q−matrix was proved
where n = 0, ±1, ±2, ..., F n−1 , F n , F n+1 are Fibonacci numbers given with the following recurrence relation : (1.3) with the initial terms F 1 = F 2 = 1.
Rule (1.3) can be used to extend the sequence backwards, thus
In [7] , represent matrix (1.1) is showed in the following form
It is proved in [8] the following property of the Q−matrix,
In this paper we defined the matrix Q n • Q −n , Hadamard product of Fibonacci Q n matrix and Fibonacci Q −n matrix , where Q n is Fibonacci matrix in (1.1) and Q −n is inverse matrix of Fibonacci Q n matrix. We investigated some properties of Hadamard product of Fibonacci Q n matrix and Fibonacci Q −n matrix. 
Some Properties of the
Let n = 2k + 1.
Corollary 2. trace(Q
n • Q −n ) = 2(1 + F 2 n ) , n even 2(1 − F 2 n ) , n odd .
Theorem 3. The eigenvalues of the matrix
Proof. Let n = 2k. The characteristic polynomial of the matrix
Hence, the eigenvalues of
Theorem 4. The linearly independent eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues of the matrix
Proof. If λ i an eigenvalue of the matrix Q n • Q −n , the corresponding eigenvectors Y i are the solutions of
Let n = 2k. We first calculate the eigenvector corresponding to λ 1 = 1. Then,
By using elementary row operations, the coefficients matrix of this homogeneous system becomes 1 −1 0 0
Since the rank of the coefficients matrix of this homogeneous system is equal to 1, there exist infinitely many solutions dependent on one parameter. The solution to this set of equations is y 1 = y 2 = k, where k is arbitrary. In this case, linearly independent eigenvector corresponding to λ 1 = 1 is equal to 1 1 T .
Now calculate the eigenvector to λ 2 = per(Q n ). From (2.1),
By using elementary row operations, the coefficients matrix of this homogeneous system becomes 1 1 0 0
Since the rank of the coefficients matrix of this homogeneous system is equal to 1, there exist infinitely many solutions dependent on one parameter. The solution to this set of equations is y 1 = −k , y 2 = k, where k is arbitrary. In this case, linearly independent eigenvector corresponding to λ 2 
Similarly it is easily seen that for n = 2k + 1 the linearly independent eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues of the matrix Q n • Q −n are
Remark 1. Since the matrix Q n • Q −n is symmetric, it is diagonalizable. In view of Theorems 2 and Theorems 3 we write
P = 1 −1 1 1 to obtain [P −1 (Q n • Q −n )P ] = diag [1, per( Q n )] n even [P −1 (Q n • Q −n )P ] = diag [1, −per( Q n )] n odd
Definition 2. [4]
Let M n denote the class of complex n × n matrices . The maximum column sum matrix norm on M n is defined by
and the maximum row sum matrix norm on M n is defined by
| a ij | and the Euclidean norm or 2 norm on M n is defined by
Proof. Theorem 4 follows easily from the definition of the norms.
Theorem 5. The matrix Q n • Q −n is invertible and
Proof. Let n = 2k.
By using (1.2) we obtain
and from Theorem 2, det (
By using (1.2) we obtain F 2k+2
3. Fibonacci coding / decoding method 3.1. Example of the Fibonacci coding / decoding method. Similar to [7] let us consider now the simplest Fibonacci coding / decoding method based on applicationof the Q n • Q −n . Let us represent the initial message M in the form of the following 2 × 2 matrix : Calculating the elements of the matrix (3.6) and taking into consideration (3.5) we get 
Theorem 6. The determinant of the code matrix E that is got as result of multiplication of the initial matrix M by the coding matrix
Q n • Q −n is det E = det M × (Q n • Q −n ) = det M × ( 2F 2 2k + 1) , n = 2k det M × ( 1 − 2F 2 2k+1 ) , n = 2k + 1
